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? Why are neodymium doped phosphate glasses important ?

? Why is hydroxyl contamination critical to Nd3+ fluorescence lifetime ?

? Experimental protocols and spectroscopic techniques

? Corrections performed on the measured Nd3+ fluorescence lifetime

? Determination of hydroxyl quenching rate

? Possible structural explanation of hydroxyl quenching rate

? Conclusions

Outline for investigating hydroxyl 
contamination on Nd3+ fluorescence lifetime 
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Nd doped phosphate glasses are used for high 
peak power laser applications 

? National Ignition Facility (NIF) at Lawrence Livermore National 
Laboratories, Livermore, CA, USA 
— 1.8 MJ of energy in a 3.5 ns pulse

— Delivering ~5 x 1014 W of power

? Create high enough pressures and temperatures to perform fusion 
energy research
— Model star explosions

— Simulate nuclear reactions
? NIF is an enormous material undertaking

— 192 beam lines with 16 amplifier glass plates (3072 slabs)
— Two commercial vendors

– Schott Glass Technologies, Duryea, PA, USA (LG-770)
– Hoya Corporation, Freemont, CA, USA (LHG-8)

— Required the development of new technologies to produce 
the amount of glass necessary
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NIF will have 192 beam lines focusing on a 
target the size of a grain of rice 

? 3072 Nd doped glass slabs

— Each optic is ~81 x 46 x 4 cm3

—— 46 m46 m33 of finished optical quality of finished optical quality 
glassglass
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Recent advances have made continuous 
melting of high purity Nd phosphates possible 

http://www.llnl.gov/

? Continuous melting vs. batch melting 

— 20 times faster
— 5 times less expensive

— 2 - 3 times better quality
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Hydroxyl contamination severely impacts Nd 
laser performance 

? The upper laser level of Nd3+ atoms (4F3/2) can energetically interact 
with an overtone vibration of OH- molecules 
— Results in non-radiative decay of the Nd3+

— Hydroxyl quenching rate is dependent upon [Nd3+] and [OH-]

? After the Nd3+ and OH-

energetically interact

— Nd3+ decays to the 4I15/2
state

— OH- excites to the 2nd

vibrational overtone
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Hydroxyl contamination must be minimized in 
phosphate glass melts 

? Raw materials contain both chemically and physically absorbed 
hydroxyls

— Thermal drying of the raw materials (calcining) removes most of 
the hydroxyls
– Can leave up to 1000 ppm OH-

? Dehydroxylation is performed to remove the residual hydroxyls after 
calcination

— Non-reactive gasses (O2, N2) are bubbled through the melt to 
remove OH- and H2O molecules physically

– Governed by diffusion of OH- to gas bubbles in the melt and 
the equilibrium POH above the melt

— Reactive dehydroxylation occurs between Cl2 and H2O to remove 
OH- chemically

– The reverse Deacon reaction produces HCl and O2 gases
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? Absolute measurements of [OH-] is very difficult in phosphate glasses 
at low levels

? Measurements are commonly performed to determine the extent of 
the effects of OH- at 3000cm-1 (3.33 ?m) 

? Absorption (? 3.33? m) can be correlated to H contents of the glass using 
forward recoil spectroscopy (FRS)

? However, these correlation factors vary between 30 - 400 ppmw/cm-

1@3.33?m 
— For LG-770 and LHG-8 (@ NIF doping levels)

Hydroxyl contamination is estimated by 
absorption in the IR 
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Previous work has shown a possible plateau in 
the  hydroxyl quenching rate at low [Nd]

? Acceptor/donor 
theory would 
predict zero 
quenching at zero 
[Nd]

? Appears to be a 
plateau at 
~60Hz/cm-1 below 
2x1020 ions/cm3

? Data comes from 
multiple sources, 
not a single 
systematic study

?? Indicates Indicates 
possibility of possibility of 
clustering of OHclustering of OH--

molecules around molecules around 
NdNd3+3+ atoms at low atoms at low 
[[NdNd]]

P.R. Ehrmann and J.H. Campbell, J. Am. Cer. Soc., 85(5), 1061-1069  (2002).
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Potassium-Magnesium-Alumino-Metaphosphate
is used for this investigation 

15 mol%K2O ?15 mol% MgO ?10 mol% Al2O3 ? 60 mol% P2O5

J.H. Campbell, T.I. Suratwala, J. Non-Cryst. Sol., 263&264, 318-341 (2000).

? KMAP is a
metaphosphate
(O/P~3.0) that is 
used as an analogue 
of LG-770

? [Nd] is varied from 
~0.5 wt% to 8 wt%, 
by the addition of 
NdPO3

? [Nd] is determined by 
ICP-AE
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Hydroxyl contamination is controlled by melt 
bubble gas

O
xy

ge
n 

G
as

Temp. Control
Water

1100oC

? Cullett glass is melted in SiO2 system
— Crucible, lid and bubble tube

? Six approximate hydroxyl contamination levels 
are imposed upon each [Nd] with gas bubbling

— Dry oxygen with dry argon cover gas
— Dry oxygen
— Wet oxygen (0oC water bath)
— Wet oxygen (25oC water bath)
— Wet oxygen (50oC water bath)
— Wet oxygen (75oC water bath)
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The decay rate is measured using  a home-built 
spectrometer 

Computer

Flashlamp

Optical 
Filters

Sample Chamber

PMT Oscilloscope

Voltage Source

Signal 
Generator

? Broad-band flashlamp is triggered at 6Hz
— IR and UV are blocked using optical filters

? Fluorescence is detected by a PMT
— Filter only allows IR through (1053nm emission)

? 256 signal averaging
— Performed by oscilloscope

? Exponential fit to decay signal
— Performed in Excel
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The fluorescence decay rate is a single 
decaying exponential function 

? Fluorescence decay rate is the negative of the exponent of the fit
? Fluorescence lifetime (?) is 1/fluorescence decay rate
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Radiative decay rate is determined using Judd-
Ofelt analysis

? Judd-Ofelt analysis requires
— Absorption spectra
— Emission spectra
— [Nd] (4.2 x 1020 ions/cm3)
— Abbe number (68.4)
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P.R. Ehrmann and J.H. Campbell, J. Am. Cer. Soc., 85(5), 1061-1069  (2002).
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Judd-Ofelt analysis provides several important 
spectroscopic terms

? Judd-Ofelt analysis performs a comparison of absorption and 
emission spectra of a rare earth doped glass

? The comparison is based upon known transitions within the 
absorption/emission manifold of Nd3+

P.R. Ehrmann and J.H. Campbell, J. Am. Cer. Soc., 85(5), 1061-1069  (2002).

Property Symbol Value

Radiative decay rate (±5%) (Hz) k rad 2865
Intensity parameters (±5%) (x10-20 cm2) ? 6 5.6

Branching ratios for 4F3/2 to 4I9/2 (±5%) ? 9/2 0.428
Absorption cross section (±0.2) (x10-20 cm2) ? 880 0.603
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The measured decay rate is effected by both 
radiative and non-radiative decay processes 

? The fluorescence decay rate (k), as measured, is composed of 
the radiative decay rate (krad), the cumulative non-radiative 
decay rate (Knonrad), and radiation trapping (ftrap)

? The radiation trapping (ftrap) is the fraction of emitted light that is 
reabsorbed by the sample

? The radiative decay rate (krad) represents the fluorescence 
decay rate without any contributing factors

? The non-radiative decay rate (Knonrad) is a summation of the 
processes acting to increase the fluorescence decay rate  
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— Multiphonon (mp)
— Nd self quenching (Nd)
— Hydroxyl quenching (OH)

— Transition metal impurities (TM)
— Rare earth impurities (RE)
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Several small corrections are made to the 
measured decay rate 

? The multiphonon decay is a non-radiative decay process 
whereby the Nd ion transfers energy to the lattice that results in 
matrix heating, but is dependent only upon glass composition
— kmp is only ~100 Hz for phosphate glasses

? Very pure glasses and Nd rare earth materials are use to limit 
the contribution of kTM and kRE

— Assume both are zero for this study
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Radiation trapping decreases kmeas.

? Radiation trapping refers to the re-absorption and re-emission 
of Nd3+ fluorescence

? Dependent upon
— Branching ratio (? 880) for 4F3/2 to 4I9/2 transition at 880nm
— Overlap of emission and absorption bands at 880nm (? 880)
— Neodymium concentration ([Nd])
— Absorption cross-section at 880nm (? 880)
— Effective optical path length (V1/3)

??
?

??
? ?

?
??

?
????? 3

1

880880880 ][exp1 VNdf trap ??

— Branching ratio (? 880) and overlap (? 880) 
parameters are determined from Judd-
Ofelt analysis 
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? Nd-Nd concentration quenching follows acceptor-donor 
theory of energy exchange
— The decay rate due to concentration quenching (kNd) is 

dependent upon the zero concentration decay rate (k0), 
the neodymium concentration ([Nd]) and an empirical 
factor (Q)

Concentration quenching effects are 
determined and corrected for 

? ?QNdkkNd ][0?

— Since Nd3+ is both the 
acceptor and the 
donor, the quenching 
is dependent upon 
[Nd]2
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J.H. Campbell, T.I. Suratwala, J. Non-Cryst. Sol., 263&264, 318-341 (2000).
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Hydroxyl contamination decay rate is determined 

? The increase of the Nd3+ decay rate due to hydroxyl 
contamination (kOH) is determined by comparing the decay rate 
vs. ? 3.33? m

— The decay rate 
(kcorrected) is the decay 
rate corrected for 
radiation trapping, 
concentration 
quenching, and
multiphonon effects

— The slope of the best fit 
line (forced through the 
origin) is the hydroxyl 
quenching rate (kOH) at 
that [Nd] per cm-1 of 
absorption @ 3.33 ?m 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40 45
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Hydroxyl contamination decay rate does not 
extrapolate to zero at zero [Nd]
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? The hydroxyl contamination decay rate (kOH) is linear with [Nd]
? The intercept is not zero, which would be predicted by Förster-

Dexter theory of dipolar energy exchange
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Quenching rate is compared to previously 
reported data
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J.H. Campbell, T.I. Suratwala, J. Non-Cryst. Sol., 263&264, 318-341 (2000).

? Previous work has shown the presence of a plateau at low [Nd] 
(<2wt%), which is not present in this study
— Data is from multiple sources -- not a single study

? The entire data set can be fit linearly
— Does not intersect the origin, which is a possible indication 

of Nd - OH clustering
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Possible explanation of non-zero extrapolation

S.N. Houde-Walter et al, JNCS, 286, 118-131 (2001).

? Work on Er3+ doped glasses has shown that there is a 
possibility of “spectral clustering” of rare-earth ions in glasses
— Energetic information can be communicated over long 

distances (~2nm) between rare-earth ions (migration)
— More likely that the energy will be given to a “trap” after 

multiple migration steps
— However, physical clustering would be detrimental, 

because a single energy trap could quench the entire 
cluster

— Not necessary for an OH to be in the coordination sphere 
of every rare earth ion in order to quench it

? Neodymium and hydroxyl groups are both large species to be 
incorporated into a glass structure
— Likely that they will be coordinated near chain terminating 

species of the phosphate chain
— Possible that the Nd and OH cluster near these sites

J.H. Campbell, T.I. Suratwala, J. Non-Cryst. Sol., 263&264, 318-341 (2000).
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Conclusions based upon current study

? In a systematic study of Nd and hydroxyls, the hydroxyl quenching 
rate is linear with [Nd], however it does not extrapolate to zero Hz  at 
zero Nd

? Förster-Dexter theory of dipolar decay mechanisms would predict an 
extrapolation of zero Hz at zero [Nd], indicating that the decay 
mechanism between OH and Nd atoms is not truly dipolar

? Energy can be transferred between Nd atoms until the point when an 
OH trap is encountered, therefore it is not necessary for every Nd to 
be coordinated by an OH in order for hydroxyl quenching to occur

? Neodymium atoms and hydroxyl molecules are both likely to be 
clustered near chain terminating sites in phosphate glasses because 
of their large size, which could lead to Nd-OH clustering
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Hydroxyl contamination is seen as decreased 
transmission at 3000cm-1
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